
Intended Parent Fee Schedule



Matching fees

$1,000    Paid after our free initial consult. This first installment
      shall be paid upon signing the agency agreement in order to
      be placed on our list.

$10,000  Once you and your chosen surrogate agree that you are officially matched
      and wish to proceed on this journey together, this fee is due within one week.

$9,000$9,000  This last installment is due once your surrogate has recieved medical clearance from
      your clinic.

$1,500    Psychological evaluations

Estimated legal fees

$4,000  Attorney for the gestational carrier agreement

$500   Carrier’s insurance review by third party insurance agency
 
$2,000$2,000  Trust account administration

$2,000  Carrier’s attorney

$4,000  Legal fees to establish legal parentage

      Please note: These legal fees are estimates for your planning purposes only and will vary.
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Gestational carrier fees

Base compensation fee for your chosen carrier. This fee can    $35,000
vary for different reasons. If the surrogate is experienced her                
base fee is increased an additional  $5,000 - $10,000. It also          
increases if the surrogate becomes pregnant with multiples.                   

Life insurance for $500,000 on the surrogate, payable to her beneficiary of her     $1,300
choice, and $100,000 pachoice, and $100,000 payable to you. This policy will also include loss of                

organs insurance.                

Monthly allowance from contract signing to birth         $200

 Medication start fee (this fee is for each cycle if it requires more than one transfer)    $250

Transfer fee (for each transfer)     $750

Fee for heartbeat confirmation    $500

Maternity clothing fee paid at 12 weeks gestation. This fee increases an additional $250 if surrogate is        $750
 p pregnant with multiples.      

Possible additional carrier fees
 

Mock cycle fee if recommended by your clinic    $250

Dropped cycle fee if the cycle is canceled due to no fault of the carrier     $500

Invasive procedure to include: D&C, ectopic pregnancy, cerclage placement, fetal reduction per fetal sac,   $500
abortion/termination, amniocentesis (per needle), Chorionic Villous Sampling, Hysteroscopy Under Anesthesia.          

HysteHysterectomy   $10,000

Loss of organ     $5,000

C-Section (only if medically advised)   $3,000

Doula allowance (if all parties agree)    $1,500

Bedrest - weekly (includes housekeeping & childcare but not lost wages, if any)   $300

Mileage at current federal rate starting at mile 51 for any appointments the surrogate travels to for this journey.
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Possible additional carrier fees continued

$150        Activity restriction - weekly

$75      Housekeeping - monthly if not on bedrest
 
Actual Net  Lost wages for carrier and / or partner

$75      Travel allowance

$200$200     Breastmilk - weekly plus shipping costs &
        materials

Please note

The fees listed are estimates for planning purposes only.
Fees can increase or decrease based upon various factors
outside of Carrying Hope‘s control.
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